
KoshinMohamed
Software Engineer., Overall, I am a highly skilled Software Engineer with extensive experience
in both front-end and back-end development, as well as integrating systems, debugging,
testing, and managing databases. Whether it's building a new system from scratch or
optimizing an existing one, I am dedicated to delivering the best possible results and
exceeding expectations.

Email: koshin.m.mohamed@gmail.com

https://github.com/Koshin-M-Mohamed

www.linkedin.com/in/koshin-mohamed

https://koshinmohamed.netlify.app/

EXPERIENCE

Resilient Coders, Boston — Full Stack Developer
Feb 2023 - Present
- Developed front-endweb pages and back-endweb applications
- Integrated front-end and back-end systems using APIs
- Debugged and tested applications using testing frameworks
-Managed databases using databasemanagement systems
-Maintained detailed git history for all projects
and used GitHub in a team environment.

SP+, Boston — Customer Service Specialist,
Jan 2021 - Nov 2022

- Provided exceptional customer service and resolved payment issues
- Demonstrated clear communication skills and assisted customers with
directions
- Processed transactions and operated credit cardmachines
-Maintained a clean and organized facility and drove safely

EDUCATION
University ofMassachusetts Boston

Bachelor’s in Sociology and English

Snowden International High School, Boston

High School Diploma, 2015

PROJECTS

Demo Day PROJECT — Detail
I was able to showcase my wide range understanding of frontend and
backend development by deploying a social media app that connects you
with others who have the same interests.

SKILLS
 

- Front-end, HTML, CSS,
Javascript, React.js, Node.js,
MongoDB
- Critical Thinking and
Qualitative/Quantitative Data
Analysis
-Microsoft Office
-Written andOral
Communication in English and
Somali

More Projects

- Matching game, players
select two cards at a time
to reveal hidden images, and
if theymatch, the
cards remain visible,
otherwise they flip back over
until all pairs arematched.

-Full Stack Appwith Log in,
in this app you can search for
your favorite Anime and
bookmark it into a database,
you can also delete it.

 

LANGUAGES

English, Somali

http://www.linkedin.com/in/koshin-mohamed



